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Abstract: Anti-Nuclear weapons is a new concept in the modern era. This practice is determined by 
European and Asian countries. Even though it is for the “welfare of humanity” sometimes it is violated 
by many countries. The International and National Laws are made in this account but in practice they 

are neglected. This failure occurs owing to security of the “new modern states” and even by the western 
countries. It is extensively practiced by Communist and Socialistic countries. The International Laws are 
made by United Nations Organization but several countries did not bind to the concerned 

organizational laws.  

Since beginning of the Human Civilization the human civilization was in struggle to fight against one 

another. In the course of time it was continued for several centuries. In this continuation this fight was 
just for gathering the daily need of food. This need became essential to accumulate heap of wealth. It is 

the beginning of formation of kingdoms and fight for the accumulation of wealth such as Gold, Silver, 

Land and Human Beings. This practice was continued Olden age, Medieval age and even before the 19
th

 
Century. In acquiring great wealth they were in need of weapons to fight against the other kingdoms. 

The uncivilized man made use of stones as weapons, later on he made use of the metal later he could 

use even liquid weapons. In the modern days human civilization is threatened by “Nuclear Weapons”. 
Man is able to control the entire world by the use of “poisonous weapons”. In-fact this practice was in 
olden days kingdoms but the Nuclear Weapons were not used. In the Human Civilization the wars, 

battles are chain of events. These events were occurred due to desire to invade the other nations and 

controlling the neighbor kingdoms, enmity and desire for a woman and the land. These events were 

continued from the beginning of the civilization to till today. In this context the modern politics and 
International relationships are being run on the foundations of wealth and enmity for instance in the 

contemporary world North Korea ignites its anger towards America. It is because of the past badly 

occurred incident to the entire nation because of American war after the withdrawal of the colonial 
powers from the colonized colonies of North and South Koreas. Today North Korea threatens America 

with their Nuclear weapons to take revenge on America for its destruction done to the North Korea. 

China, Israel, India, North Korea, Russia, America, United Kingdom, Pakistan are the Nuclear Weapons 

made nations. The Nuclear Weapons were tested in the past successfully on two cities of Japan that are 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Because of the Japan’s sudden attack on “Pearl Harbor”, ship yard of America. 

The above mentioned two cities were destroyed completely due to the spread of Nuclear Atom Bombs 

and many people were killed and many people were under effect of the chemical reactions of the 
Nuclear and Plutonium material used bombs.  
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Introduction: In the history many battles were occurred and lakhs of people killed but they are not bio-

weapons and they are not also radiation affected weapons. Those weapons are nearly the metal weapons. 

Even though those weapons caused death of some people they are not as effective as today’s destructive 
Nuclear Weapons. The act influenced the entire world and brought them together to form a new 
International organization replacing the earlier organization after the First World War for resisting the 

further wars but the organization was inactive. Due to chain of events of vicious circle of hate red that 

led to the Second World War. The Lego of nations could not resist the terror and threat of Second 
World War by Adolf Hitler. The Nuclear Weapons dropped on Japan as a result of it the nations of the 

World gathered again to create a new International Organization that is United Nations Organization 
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with the Head Quarters New York  and an International Court was established in the Hague to solve the 

International Issues. It also formed the constitution for the UNO with the Veto Power having the Five 

Nations China, France, Russia, United Kingdom and Unites States of America. Even though it is 

established many countries disobey the laws of UNO because of the too much interference and 
influence world leading international super power nation Unites States of America. Because of this effect 

the worldly countries formed new groups in the form of organizations for several fields of developments 

as well as Research and Development. These core areas are socio-economic, commerce and trade 
Nuclear and other weapons infrastructural developments balancing the economic power and political 

powers, wide-spread of culture and tradition of concerned nations. 

 

The super power nations hold Nuclear War head weapons. Russia has 6,400 Nuclear war heads, America 
has 5,380 and the other nations are in hundreds. India and Pakistan have 110 and 120 respectively.  In the 

current environment no nation afraid to another nation because of their heap of weapons and the 

special Nuclear War heads to lead their opposite nations into catastrophe. All nations are trying to test 
the Nuclear Weapons even the small countries never do not look back and hesitate to make the Nuclear 

Weapons. Nations are mutually inter-dependable for their existence but some nations want to be more 

superior than others and govern the other nations indirectly. They often violate the International laws in 

making Nuclear Weapons. It is a arguable point that some nations made Nuclear Weapons to safe guard 
their nations but the same countries impose the International laws on other countries for not to make 

the Nuclear Weapons. In this connection India also tested it’s Nuclear Weapons in Pokran, Rajasthan in 
the name of  “Smiling Buddha” secretly without the trace of American spy satellites which are able to 
cover the entire world and detect the any tests. India could successfully complete the operation and 
announced as Nuclear bombs holding nations. The Second test was named as “Operation Shakthi-98”.  
In fact India also followed the International strategy of war and cooperation in trade even though it is 

known as the “Land of Peace” and promised it will never use the Nuclear Weapons first unless the other 
nations use them on India. It is to protect India from other countries. India followed the method of 

indifference i.e., not to join either in the party of America or Russia but it followed its own principle of 

policy i.e., walking in between the two super power nations America and Russia the policy is known as 

“1955 Alliance Formula of India.” America and Russia are with “Cold War” and in competition to 
influence the World. To control over the entire world both of these two super power nations are in race 

first represented “Capitalistic” profit based principles of ideology later emphasized the essence of 
Human Moral Values and the state of equality in Economic Standards of the life of people. In this 

account India could not join in any party but followed its own way of “Policy of Alliance” and was 
supported by Russia. India followed “Mixed Economic Policy.” Still today India follows the same strategy 
in the International relationships. In relation to war all nations are violating the laws of “Anti Nuclear 
Programme” but today it is essential to save the human race. Today no nation is ready to go under the 
control of other nations. It is essential to every country to interrelate each other for the various purposes 

especially the science and technology. The independent country like North Korea never tolerates but is 

ready to drop the Nuclear bombs on America. Both of them show their control over each other by 

resisting the communication facility like internet. In practice it was occurred between America and 
North Korea. North Korea stopped internet services for four hours in America. This inconvenient act 

raged the US government to take revenge on North  

 

Korea it took support from Japan and resisted the internet services for two hours. These kinds of acts 
make the world to think of the war and make the Nuclear Technology for the bomb making.  

 

Every nation depend on each other for the trade to meet the progress of the country, in this way their 
dependency is essential. Today it became a natural process to have the “Nuclear Power for War.” In this 
account there are major forces that initiate to make the nuclear power firstly Capitalistic countries such 

as America, Socio–Communist countries such as Russia, Islamic countries such as Pakistan race based 

countries such as European nations and the self protection nations such as India. 
 

Even though these nations depend on each other they have to protect themselves. They have to fulfill 

the desires of the people. They have to participate and sell their goods in the International market and 
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buy the same from the International Market. They have to sign on treaties like “Comprehensive Nuclear 
Test Ban Treaty” (CTBT). The other side they have to fulfill the needs of the people by guarantying the 

minimum needs even in emergency. Violating the Anti-Nuclear International laws and bonding with the 

same people for the meeting needs are the two sides of a coin. But the country like North Korea is an 

exceptional case in this regard. It is also a noticeable point that even though “International Pacts” are 
made the secret treaties are maintained internally among the countries.  

 

In this way the laws of Anti-Nuclear Policy Laws are neglected in multi faces. The Anti-Nuclear weapons 

lead to the catastrophe of the Human Civilization if the same conditions exist among the nations. The 
pacts are mere words on the legal documents but they are not in practice. The Human Civilization needs 

survival without interference of the “Nuclear Weapons”. 
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